To make 1 goal (need 2 goals to play game)
Need: (Bold is how many pieces)
2 1” PVC Elbows
6 1” PVC T’s
4 1” PVC caps for the ends of the feet
3 1’ x 25” long PVC bars
2 1” x 17 ½” PVC pieces for 1st section(top)
2 1’ x 15 ½”PVC pieces for 2nd section(middle)
2 1” x 17 “ PVC pieces for 3rd section (Bottom)
Total of 4 ropes 27 “ long to tie the Tennis balls to
Total of 4 pieces 1” x 2’ 1” for the feet
Total of 4 Tennis balls (2 of 2 different colors)
Total of 8 1” PVC Caps for feet
Total of 5 10’ x 1” PVC piping for both goals

Bola

PVC Elbows

3 points
2 points

PVC T’s

1 point
PVC T’s

Bola
A game for the whole family to play.
Equipment:
2 goals
2 sets of Bolas (different color to keep score)
Objective:
PVC caps
Score 21 points
Scoring:
To make the Tennis bolas:
Top rung = 3 points
(Use 2 same color Tennis balls to make 1 set)
Middle rung= 2 points
drill a hole on 1 side and cut a slit on the other
Lower rung= 1 point
side. Thread the rope through drilled hole back
Set up:
out the slit, tie a knot -duct tape rope end and
Assemble goals
pull back through the slit. Take other end of
Place goals 24 feet apart
rope and do same thing with the other tennis
Center to center
ball. Finish remaining 3 sets.
Players:
Consist of 2 players or teams of 2 players
How to score:
After bola players have thrown their four bolas, the bolas remaining on the rungs are
totaled. If a bola from each player is on the same rung, they cancel each other out on a one
for one basis. Both teams may score.
Method of play:
A bola may be thrown in any manner. A player must not step past the centerline of the goal.
The players will alternate each throw. To start the game, the player with the lighter colored
bola goes first. After the 1st points are scored the team scoring the highest points on the
previous throw starts.
End of play:
Team scoring 21 points or more is the winner. If both teams reach 21 points, the winner
must win by 2 or more points.
Alternate end of play:
The winner must score 21 points exactly. If more than 21 pints are scored, the total points
of that turn are deducted from the team’s previous total score and play continues. If both
teams reach exactly 21 points play continues until 1 team wins by at least 2 points.

